THE NELLY NUT SHOW
Live/live-on-tape animated game show. 7-minute
insert, half hour/one hour show, host of Cartoon
Block. Target group: 8-12

The Nelly Nut Show is a live animated game show
starring the nine-year-old bundle of energy Nelly Nut
and her best friend, the soft and cuddly teddy bear
Miss Bunny. Along with Nelly's classmates they provide 100% pure kid entertainment where kids interact
with Nelly by calling in and playing games using their
phone.

According to preference the show enables live broadcast or live-on-tape production. The show has different formats: Short inserts in cartoon block/magazine programs, Nelly as the host in cartoon blocks
and 30/60-minute daily or weekly shows whatever
suitable to client needs. The Nelly package includes
an Internet homepage with heaps of interactivities.
Merchandizing items such as a CD-ROMs are available.
Despite her young age Nelly is an international celebrity herself. The Nelly Nut Show is currently showing
at:
ZDF Germany

Nelly is outgoing and energetic, strong-minded and
stubborn; she constantly gets new crazy ideas she
wants to try out. Sometimes she's pushing her luck
and Miss Bunny gently lectures her. After all he is
older and wiser. This often causes arguments between the two, but despite Nelly's belittlements he
remains a loyal friend.
The Nelly Nut Show is a very dynamic show. It contains several different segments such as celebrity
interviews where the guest gets a character; Nelly
News where Nelly and Miss Bunny report kid-relevant
headlines and home-grown nonsense; interactive
games; today's topic such as pocket money, ghosts or
grandmas and lastly Interviews with the Dead. The
show contains various games with the purpose of
finishing first or collecting most points. Nelly
Adventure is also game segment but in favor of wit
and cunning to speed and points. The participants get
a character to visually represent them on TV.

- inserts totaling 24 minutes in
Saturday morning's cartoon block
and Nelly is frequently the number
one show in this slot.
TV2 Denmark - 30-minute weekly show - currently
her successful second season - in the
prime time for kids.
TVI Portugal
- 30-minute daily show where Nelly
continues to be the number one
choice of Portuguese kids.
Fox Kids Israel - 30-minute daily show
Teletoon France - Nelly is soon to star in both a daily
5-minute and weekly 25-minute
show!
Nelly is a source of inexhaustible enthusiasm - her
batteries never run dry!
Other Nelly Nut availabilities: The Nelly Nut Quiz
Show where Nelly hosts a 30-minute puzzling quiz
show for kids.

For more information, screening cassettes or product bibles, please contact:
Mia Christensen, Marketing Executive, mia@tv-animation.com, Mobile phone: +45 2688 7207
www.tv-animation.com

